What is Adaptable Housing?
Adaptable homes have design features that improve accessibility
and facilitate easy modifications to enable residents with limited
mobility due to age or disability to live in their homes with
relative independence. Most adaptable housing features
are visually unnoticeable and allow increased flexibility in selling
or renting homes.

Adaptable Housing
Requirements
What is it?
How can I find it?

When is Adaptable Housing required?
The Township’s Official Community Plan stipulates the proportion
of homes in new developments that must incorporate adaptable
design features. For all new residential developments that involve
a rezoning application, adaptable housing is required as follows:
In new single family, rowhouse,
and townhouse developments,
five percent of the homes must
be adaptable
In new apartment developments,
ten percent of the homes must
be adaptable
As of December 2016, these requirements apply to all areas
in the Township.

Adaptable Housing:
Part of the Township’s
Age-friendly Strategy
Adaptable housing can help older
adults remain in their homes and
their communities longer, thereby
maintaining their independence
and social connections.

Social, Economic,
and Environmental Sustainability
The Township of Langley is committed to building a legacy
by leading and committing the community to a lifestyle which
is socially, economically, and environmentally balanced.
The Township endeavours to provide residents with the best
possible quality of life, and this includes taking steps to ensure
the availability of housing choices for people of all abilities
and ages.
The adaptable housing requirements enhance the ability
of residents in need of accessible housing to find homes
and remain in these homes as they age or need
increased accessibility.

Examples of Adaptable Housing
Design Feature Requirements
Accessible Parking
At least one extra wide parking space is required
for each adaptable home to provide maneuvering space
for wheelchairs and other mobility aids.

Convenient Outlets and Switches

How to Find Adaptable Housing

Light switches, thermostats, and intercom buttons must be
lowered and electrical outlets, cable outlets, and telephone
jacks must be raised to specified heights.

The location of existing adaptable housing units built since 2011
can be found on GeoSource, the interactive mapping system
available on the Township’s website (see below).

Spacious Patios and Balconies
Patios and balconies must meet minimum dimensions
to accommodate mobility aids.

Barrier-Free Circulation

Extra Wide Doorways and Corridors
Entry doors, interior doors and common corridors need to be
wide enough to accommodate mobility aids.

Lowered Windows
Accessible windows must have a reduced height to allow
seated viewing and must have opening mechanisms that
are easily operable with one hand.

Convertible Kitchens
Plumbing and utility pipes must accommodate the future
installation of an under counter knee space.

Accessible Bathrooms Housing
At least one accessible bathroom must be located on the
same level as the accessible bedroom. Accessible bathrooms
include reinforced walls for future grab bars and clear
maneuvering area around bathtubs, toilets, and sinks.

Thoughtful Bedroom Design
Bachelor suites and at least one bedroom in all other types
of dwelling units must provide clear maneuvering space on
one side of the bed and wide closets with at least one shelf
capable of being lowered.

Source: GeoSource, Township of Langley

Map
To access the Township’s GeoSource, visit tol.ca/geosource
• agree to the Terms of Use
• at the bottom of the page, click the Layer List button
• check the Planning layer
• scroll down sub-list and check Adaptable Housing
• adaptable housing units are identified by large red dots;
zoom-in as needed

For more information:
This brochure is intended as an introduction to Adaptable
Housing in the Township of Langley. For detailed information
on the requirements, refer to Schedule 2 of the Township
of Langley Official Community Plan (tol.ca/ocp).
Community Development Division
20338 – 65 Avenue, Langley, BC V2Y 3J1
604.533.6034
tol.ca
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At least one stepless entrance must be provided into each
adaptable home. To facilitate access throughout the interior
of the home, all stairs should be of appropriate width to
allow for the future installation of a platform lift or a set of
stacked closets, pantries, or storage should be provided to
allow for the future installation of an elevator.

